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I’ve got some interesting responses to this so I’ll like to demystify a commonly

used but misleading saying!

If you study the Bible to extract the nature of God, you will most definitely find that

God prioritizes “efficiency” and is NOT wasteful about resource allocation
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— Zeal Ak (@zeal_a) January 5, 2021

In efficiency, you want to use the least power to achieve the most result, right?

Someone asked me if I have given sight to the blind. Of course it was a joke, but yes I have. As a matter of fact, I have given

sight to more people than Jesus is recorded to have.

Jesus used a “miracle” cos that’s what was available and the most efficient solution at the time.

I used a more efficient method by using money, not power.

Jesus also healed the sick using miracles. The woman with the issue of blood drained power from him and he felt it.

Me, I reserve that special power for more important things so again, I simply use money to pay for treatment of others.

When God wanted to help Nigeria become cement sufficient, did he call a pastor?

He called those equipped with the network, knowledge & resource to execute

“God does not call the equipped but equips the called” 
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If you believe in system efficiency, which I believe God prioritizes, then you’ll see that the saying is quite rubbish unless you

are hoping for magic in the name of miracles 

 

When God looked for “a man” and didn’t find...

Why do you think that was?

God used Cyrus in Isaiah 45 (I haven’t been to any church that didn’t pray for Cyrus blessing) despite even God saying 2x in

the first 5 verses that Cyrus didn’t know him.

The average Nigerian Christian would’ve met Cyrus & preached to the “pagan”

If you can change your mindset & understand that God is intelligent and efficient, you’ll then be able to invest in yourself to

become what YOU WANT TO BE cos that’s the type of vessel God can use

Everyone is useful if they just invest in themselves & make themselves available

If God really is efficient & needs money to be spent, obviously he won’t use a stingy person nor a pauper. If God wants to

create a battery for electric cars, he won’t use a palm wine tapper.

Which sensible person will have monkeys but prefer using a fish to climb a tree?

David was used against Goliath cos God is efficient and strategic.

Obviously Goliath was the best in close combat but the strategy to win was range combat and who better at that than the

“bored” but bold shepherd who spent hours everyday practicing his slingshot to perfection?

In summary, Jesus said those that believe in Christ will do & achieve more than he did but we think it’ll be by greater

“magic”.

You don’t have to turn stone to bread to feed the poor, if you have money, buy hundreds of loaves & you can end up feeding

more than him

And for those who will say “God works in mysterious ways” or “Gods ways are not ours”, that’s also true but God is not

foolish and his ways aren’t foolish either.

Bacteria, virus, AS/SS, DNA were all “mysterious ways” till God have science knowledge to demystify them

Same God said he will pour his spirit on ALL flesh (spirit of knowledge and wisdom must be involved, right?) but people

choose to remain in the ignorance of 2-4,000years ago.

I hope you find this useful enough to go back and study for yourself & improve YOU!!

Be blessed
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